
We present a system for example-based image
database retrieval with automatically weighted,
selective structural features and show results of
the system on a database of 3000 images.
Images are transformed into a feature space
which captures visual structure, texture and
color using a tree of filters. Similarity is
defined as the inverse of the distance in this
“perceptual feature space.”
Many image database systems use unselective
global features such as color histograms.
Queries are limited to a single positive example
image and the user is required to hand-weigh
the relative importance of features.
Our approach measures the statistical
properties of an image such as response
energies to local edge filters at various
orientations.  These responses are in turn used
as input to another level of filtering.  The
resulting filtering sequence captures the
response energy of the image to a particular
selective structural feature.  Our system allows
the user to select both multiple positive and
negative example images.  Statistics computed
from the set of query images are then used to
automatically weigh the relative importance of
features for that particular query.
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Image Sources

• file collections 

• scanners
• digital cameras

• world wide web

• video databases
• television
• live video feeds
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Each sequence of filters computes a specific feature
response across the red, green, and blue color channels of
an image.
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Features which vary greatly across both the positive and
negative examples but vary little across the positive
images only are weighed more heavily.  This is a
diagonal approximation to Fisher’s Linear Discriminant.
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Feature Selection
Although a large number of features provides a rich
representation, it also requires a large amount of computation
time and memory.  In addition, some features may not lead to
useful projections.
We’ve selected features with high kurtosis across a large sample
of images.  This chooses features which are highly selective and
hence lead to more interesting non-Gaussian projections.
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